
Using Diverse 
Literature in the 

Classroom 



Let’s test your
S- Strengths 
W- Work in progress
A- Accomplishments 
G-Goals 



Do the best you can until you 
know better. Then when know 
better, do better. 

-Maya Angelou 



You are teaching but are they learning? 

- Gloria Ladson-Billings 

Link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4i_Me25ltk


“Children need to see 
themselves in books. Then 
perhaps they will reach 
for books more often.”- 
Naomi V. Dunsen-White 







            WE need diverse books!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrrh0G-OkBw


         Mirror, Windows, & Sliding Doors 

                    Dr. Hollins-Sims 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AAu58SNSyc


                          Mirrors 
● What more do I need to know about my students?
● What are their funds of knowledge? 
● How does intersectionality live in our learning spaces?
● How do my students see themselves?
● What activities can I design to help students explore their 

identity/identities?
● How can I prepare myself so I can best support students in this 

process?



      Windows 

● Who are my students?
● What are their interests?
● What do my students find curious?
● What world knowledge can we build together?
● What connections to prior knowledge can we make?
● Through what ways can I learn different things about my students?



       
Sliding Doors 

- The opportunity to enter a 
new world or experience.

- It can also be used to 
change perspective. 



   What is Equity? 

The concept involves giving everyone in a 
situation the specific tools that they need to be 
successful. In the classroom, promoting equity is 
about educators choosing to embrace rather 
than shy away from the unique backgrounds, 
identities, and experiences that their individual 
students bring to the table.





 Promoting Equity Through 
Literature

1. Reflect on Your Own Beliefs

2. Reduce Race and Gender Barriers to Learning

3. Establish an Inclusive Environment Early

4. Be Dynamic With Classroom Space

5. Accommodate Learning Styles and Disabilities



An introduction to different worlds

Proactive engagements with the text

A lesson in empathy

A love of reading 

 Benefits 



Book Tasting 



Grade Level 

3-7

Trailer 

- whole group 
read-aloud 

- small group 
project 

- individual project 

 Alma Flor Ada and Gabriel 
M. ZubizarretaDancing 

Home 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3jMQfGjZE8
https://www.amazon.com/Alma-Flor-Ada/e/B001H6EQUG?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_2&qid=1626704984&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Gabriel-M-Zubizarreta/e/B006CVUY2K?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_2&qid=1626704984&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Gabriel-M-Zubizarreta/e/B006CVUY2K?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_2&qid=1626704984&sr=8-2


Grade Level 
5-8

Trailer

-window, 
mirror and 
sliding glass 
door 
opportunity
-Find a friend 
-celebrate 
differences 

Your TextThe Only Black 
Girls in Town 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgUxRDiqlrg&t=3s


Grade Level 
5-12

Trailer

-carefully consider the 
emotional maturity of 
your audience. 
-Allow for 
conversations to be 
had after. 

Your TextGhost Boys 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FVk4lPpOOs


Trailer

Sarah CannonOddity

        Grade Level 

                4-8 

- Creative writing 
- PBL
- STEM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZIrQvvzMaNU


Grade level
5-8

Trailer

-finding out 
who you are
-history
-window, 
mirror & 
sliding door 
opportunity 

Your TextOne True Way

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6fvF1UR8tc


Grade Level
5-8

Trailer

-writing activity 
-Group project 

-Mirror, 
window and 
sliding door

Your TextA Good Kind of 
Trouble 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nh4P4xn_OJE


Grade Level

6-9

About the author

-Window, 
mirror and 
glass door
-LGBTQ+ 
community 

Kyle LukoffToo Bright to See 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4pfo7RZuPw&t=406s


Grade Level
K-5

Trailer

-Great first 
day book. 
-Journal 
writing 

The Day You Begin Jacqueline 
Woodson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEWlBW51j3A


Grade Level
4-9

Trailer

-social & 
emotional 
learning
-grief 
-find ones 
place in the 
new

Sharon 
Creech

Walk Two Moons

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0iTZCioAYsk


Grade Level
5-9

Trailer

-poetry 
-writing 
-PBL

Your TextThe Crossover

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hYsjeIiTLM


Grade Level 
5-12

Trailer

-PBL
-Writing activity

- historical impact 
project

Joseph Bruchac
Code Talker

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44uEUDfKglo


Grade Level
K-5 

Trailer

-Window, 
mirror & sliding 
door 
-First days of 
school 
-Writing 
activity 

Lupita 
Nyong'o

Sulwe

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jPfWItWER8


It is as crucial for privileged folx to read about 
the experiences of those who have been 

historically oppressed, as such learning can help 
prevent atrocities of the past from being 

repeated in future. Research suggests reading 
can teach children to empathize with people 

from backgrounds different from their own and 
reduce the salience of harmful stereotypes.
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